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Eighteenth-Century High Lyric: William Collins and Christopher Smart

Lyric has always been a fluid and evolving genre, and a variable set of practices. Eighteenth-century conceptions, taxonomies and hierarchies of lyric are no doubt at least as various as those of any other period, and as unfamiliar to a modern reader. David Fairer’s essay has already pointed out the compelling taxonomy of Greek lyric models set out in Mark Akenside’s ‘Ode on Lyric Poetry’ (1745): the convivial Anacreontic, the patriotic Alcaic, the erotic Sapphic, the sublime Pindaric. Such lyric exercises thronged the eighteenth-century magazines. Other forms used by eighteenth-century British lyric poets included, especially, the Horatian, and (most voluminously and vitally) the Christian hymn, which itself derived from centuries of English psalm versification. Some at least of these distinct lyric practices, the Pindaric in particular, were underwritten by their own sophisticated theoretics. There was not, however, and there could not have been, a theory of the lyric as a unified genre. Some eighteenth-century lyric sub-genres, the hymn most notably, would flourish and continue. Many, including the eighteenth-century’s flagship lyric form, the Pindaric ode, did not outlive their moment. Some of the most significant later lyric forms were barely conceived by the eighteenth-century. The extended romantic nature lyric, dependent on a subjective epistemology, did not exist at all. In this essay I shall focus on a generic tendency associated with the circumstances and pressures of a particular literary historical moment: the attempt in the middle decades of the century to find, in ancient classical and Hebrew poetry, and in some more recent English forms and modes, a credible way of writing an imaginative high lyric poetry which might assume a prominent position in the national literary culture.
	It is a familiar truism that at the death of Alexander Pope in 1744 a younger generation of poets sought not merely to rival his achievement, but to turn poetry into new formal and generic channels, away from the moral and satiric modes considered characteristic of Pope, and towards a poetry of imagination and natural description. One of the best known and most representative statements of that ambition, and the anxieties associated with it, was made by Joseph Warton in the prefatory Advertisement to his Odes on Various Subjects (December, 1746). Insisting that ‘Imagination and Invention’ are ‘the chief Faculties of a Poet’, Warton complained that: 
The Public has been so much accustom’d of late to didactic Poetry alone, and Essays on moral Subjects, that any work where the imagination is much indulged, will perhaps not be relished or regarded. The author therefore of these pieces is in some pain least certain austere critics should think them too fanciful and descriptive. (p. [4])
In seeking adequate form for a modern poetry of imagination, Warton turned to the high lyric, more specifically the ode. He was one of a number of poets of his moment to do so. Mark Akenside’s Odes on Several Subjects had already appeared in 1745. The Odes on Several Descriptive and Allegoric Subjects of William Collins would be published a mere fortnight after Warton’s Odes, and were clearly driven at least in part by the same ambitions. Thomas Gray’s Pindaric ‘sister odes’, ‘The Progress of Poesy’ and ‘The Bard’, followed in 1757, in Odes by Mr. Gray. Christopher Smart, a more needy and a more prolific poet than any of these, explored the possibilities of the ode throughout his career, from the 1740s onwards. This concerted attempt to re-constitute the high lyric as a leading genre for British poetry involved a variety of developments and experiments, not always successful or coherent, in lyric form, figure, method, and language. I shall explore some of the formal, figurative and epistemological tendencies and possibilities of the printed ode in the mid-eighteenth century, but I shall focus on two odes which exploit and develop those tendencies and possibilities in remarkable and distinct ways: Collins’s ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ (published in his Odes in 1746), and Smart’s A Song to David (1765).
	Powerful authority and vital formal models were available, for writers of the high lyric in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in the writings of the Greeks especially. Plato permitted in his ideal state only hymns and encomia, poems in praise of gods and famous men; Aristotle specified these two forms of poetry as the first serious poetical kinds.​[1]​ The epideictic ode praises, celebrates, and commemorates gods and heroes. It belonged with the epic at the highest point of the hierarchy of genres. The chief practitioner of the epideictic ode in Greek antiquity was Pindar, whose Olympian and Pythian odes, using for the most part an elaborate repeated tri-partite structure of strophe, antistrophe and epode, are characterised by a rhetoric of amplification and sublimity, by metrical boldness and suddenness of transition. The vogue for the Pindaric ode was established in England by Abraham Cowley’s Pindarique Odes (1656). Cowley characterised the form as obscure, daring, metaphorical:
The digressions are many, and sudden, and sometimes long … The figures are unusual and bold, even to Temeritie … the Numbers are various and irregular … 					(Preface, b1r-v)
Though Cowley himself was aware of the regularity of Pindar’s measures, his own odes are variable and unpredictable in line length, rhyme pattern, and stanza form. His powerful practical example, and the nearly simultaneous rediscovery of Longinus and the Longinian sublime, gave rise to a vogue which produced at least in John Dryden’s hands some of the late seventeenth-century’s greatest lyric verse: the ode to the memory of Anne Killigrew (1686), ‘A Song for St Cecilia’s Day’ (1687), and Alexander’s Feast (1697). In the eighteenth-century much ‘lax and lawless versification’ (to use Samuel Johnson’s phrase) was licensed by the Cowleian example of ‘Pindars unnavigable song’. However, a broader awareness of the regularity of Pindar’s regular form had been early established by William Congreve’s ‘Discourse on the Pindaric Ode’, prefaced to A Pindaric Ode, Humbly Offered to the Queen (1706). Congreve’s poem should be read, he claimed, as
an attempt towards restoring the regularity of the ancient lyric poetry … there is nothing more regular than the odes of Pindar, both as to the exact observation of the members and numbers of his stanzas and verses, and the perpetual coherence of his thoughts.​[2]​
Later writers of high lyric followed Congreve’s pursuit of regularity either by adopting the strict Pindaric triad of strophe, counter-strophe and epode (as in Collins’s ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ and Gray’s ‘The Bard’ and ‘Progress of Poesy’), or by turning to monostrophic forms. Unlike the triadic ode, the monostrophic ode has no inherent formal principle, and poets who employed the form addressed that problem by such means as mid-point symmetry (in Gray’s ‘Ode on the Spring’ (1748) and Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College (1747)), or by the use of balanced blocks of stanzas (in Gray’s Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard (1751) and, more elaborately, in Smart’s Song to David).​[3]​
	The eighteenth-century high ode, amongst other characterising linguistic and rhetorical features, was regularly distinguished by prosopopoeia (more simply but less significantly, ‘personification’), a figure of speech which would seem undesirable to romantic writers, and which has been perceived by modern readers as both artificial and alien.​[4]​ It was not, however, a mere historical poetic aberration. It emerged as poets began to turn to the models provided by L’Allegro and Il Penseroso, poems in which Milton was understood to have ‘personified almost every object in his view, raised a great number of pleasing images, and introduced qualities and things inanimate as living and rational beings’.​[5]​ William Collins and his near contemporaries recognised prosopopoeia both in theory and in practice as one of the most powerful of resources, in terms of emotional power, representational effectiveness, and mythopoeic creativity. Prosopopoeia was especially associated with strong feeling; ‘Personification is natural to the human mind’, James Beattie would write; ‘some violent passions are peculiarly inclined to change things into persons’.​[6]​ It was seen as having a particularly powerful mimetic effect, appealing to the sight, that sense understood by Addison, and almost all his theorising successors, to be imaginatively most effective. It was thought of as equivalent to such visually representative forms as medals, history paintings, and sculpture. Henry Home, Lord Kames insisted that ‘an allegory’ (he uses the word here, as many did, as a synonym for personification)
is in every respect similar to an hieroglyphical painting, excepting only, that words are used instead of colours. Their effects are precisely the same. ... The representative subject is described; and it is by resemblance that we are enabled to apply the description to the subject represented.​[7]​
The visually mimetic effect of personification was thought to give it an inherent emotional power. As Beattie insisted, in the course of his discussion of the figure, the keenness of our emotions 
is in proportion to the vivacity of the perceptions that excite them. Distress that we see is more affecting than what we only hear of. ... Of descriptions addressed to the fancy, those that are most vivid and picturesque will generally be found to have the most powerful influence over our affections.​[8]​
Personification, conceived as prosopopoeia, was a figure which, for those who admired its use by such forerunners as Spenser and Milton, as well as those who employed it poetically, allowed scope not only for convincing and affective mimesis, but also for the imagination, the fiction-making power. John Hughes, pioneering editor of Spenser, speaks of this in terms which, in invoking a divine or quasi-divine power for the poet as maker, echo Philip Sidney’s Apology for Poetry:
... in Works of this kind there is a large Field open to Invention, which among the Ancients was universally look’d upon to be the principal Part of Poetry. The Power of raising Images or Resemblances of things, giving them Life and Action, and presenting them as it were before the Eyes, was thought to have something in it like Creation.​[9]​
	The title of William Collins’s Odes on Several Descriptive and Allegoric Subjects makes clear his claim to both the prosopopoeic and the mimetic aspects of personification, daring the ‘austere critics’ to think his new lyrics, as Joseph Warton had done in the Advertisement to his own Odes, ‘too fanciful and too descriptive’. Certainly the great majority of Collins’s odes are insistently descriptive, exploiting the specifically pictorial and mimetic. Some of the odes in the collection, notably ‘The Manners’ and ‘The Passions’, narrate pageants or dramas enacted by personified human emotions as they function in the musical, dramatic and literary arts. The characters of ‘The Manners’ include Humour, recognisable from ‘The comic sock that binds thy feet!’, and ‘young-eyed healthful Wit’, wearing ‘jewels in his crispèd hair’ (lines 50-1, 54-5). Some of the odes apostrophize the passions, as features of imaginative literature. So, Fear is addressed as 
Thou, to whom the world unknown
With all its shadowy shapes is shown;
Who see’st appalled the unreal scene, 
While Fancy lifts the veil between. 		(lines 1-4)
These visual personifications are generally presented as vignettes, not in full detail, but with brief characterising physical characteristics such as the ‘red arm, exposed and bare’ of Vengeance, or with single identifying properties, such as the ‘Attic robe’ of the ‘decent maid’ Simplicity. Collins’s use of such brief visual clues was a normal technique in his time, and the picture-forming faculty of eighteenth-century readers was evidently equal to such elided depictions.​[10]​
	Though Collins used so extensively a rhetorical mode which was understood to exploit the affective power of the visual, these are poems about the depiction of feeling, not poems expressive of feeling. These are poems primarily about poetics. Fear and pity are discussed not as emotions in themselves, but as the emotions aroused and purged by catharsis according to the tragic theory of Aristotle, whose Poetics Collins evidently knew sufficiently well.​[11]​ The ‘Ode to Pity’ celebrates Euripides and Otway, the ‘Ode to Fear’ Aeschylus, Sophocles and Shakespeare. The ‘Ode to Simplicity’ identifies Simplicity as a specifically literary property:
Though taste, though genius bless
To some divine excess,
Faints the cold work till thou inspire the whole. 	(lines 43-5)
In these odes Collins is less a poet of sensibility than a student of the mechanisms and uses of poetic affect. If personification represents in these poems the powerful emotional states and transitions that writing can evoke, the use of the figure is not itself the product of psychic distress. The ‘Ode to Fear’, like other odes, is written in the first person:
I know thy hurried step, thy haggard eye!
Like thee I start, like thee disordered fly. 		(lines 5-8)
That first person however is that of the thinking poet, not an expressive and historical individual William Collins.​[12]​
	Amongst Collins’s odes on poetry and poetics, the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’, while certainly embodying some of the same positions and employing some of the same methodologies, stands out in its formal originality, intellectual ambition, figurative complexity, and mythopoeic aspirations. This short Pindaric ode presents an extraordinary allegory which appeals to Spenser and Milton as poetic models, associates the inauguration of imaginative art with God’s primal act of creation, and concludes with a declaration that poetic vision and prophecy are gifts no longer available to the modern poet. It is both a major and original creative achievement and a major work of theory, at the same time articulating and exemplifying Collins’s visionary poetics.
	The opening strophe of the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ works through a simile, which is figurative on both sides of the comparison. On one side is the girdle of chastity described and competed for in The Faerie Queene:
That girdle gave the virtue of chaste loue, 
And wiuehood true, to all that did it beare;
But whosoeuer contrarie doth proue,
Might not the same about her middle weare,
But it would loose, or else a sunder teare.			IV. v. 3. 1-5.
Spenser’s summary of the competition for the emblematic girdle identifies the true Florimel as its one fit wearer, though at the competition itself the chaste Amoret is the only lady it fits.​[13]​ For this idea of the magical girdle of chastity Collins invents an equivalent, providing the other side of his simile: that the gift of poetic creativity, ‘the cest of amplest power’, was given to a personified Fancy, who
	To few the godlike gift assigns
	To gird their blest prophetic loins,
And gaze her visions wild ... 			(lines 20-22)
	In the second part of the ode, structured unconventionally as a mesode, Collins invents a myth of the origin of Fancy’s magical band.​[14]​ The myth figuratively combines biblical creation account, Spenserian ‘fairy legend’, and the Greek pantheon. Fancy, the ‘loved Enthusiast’, is seated alone with God at the creation. ‘The sainted growing woof’ takes shape as God calls into being earth, sky, and sun (‘thou rich-haired youth of morn’, a personification of the sun which resonates with an imagery associated with the poet-god Phoebus Apollo).​[15]​ The weaving of Fancy’s cestus is attended by personifications of qualities associated with ideal poetry, ‘ecstatic Wonder’, ‘Truth, in sunny vest arrayed’, and the intellectual and imaginative ‘powers’, whose intertwinings mimic the band’s texture:
All the shadowy tribes of Mind
In braided dance their murmurs joined.			(lines 47-8)
The ‘shadowy tribes of Mind’ is itself a brilliant poetic phrase for the intellectual personifications which enact this ode’s allegoric drama. The mesode concludes with a question that brings us back to the privileged and exclusive nature of the cest of poetic fancy mooted in the opening strophe:
Where is the bard, whose soul can now
Its high presuming hopes avow? 
Where he who thinks, with rapture blind,
This hallowed work for him designed?			(lines 51-5)
This extraordinary prosopopoeic pageant has generally been perceived as the most troubling section of the poem.​[16]​ Anna Laetitia Barbauld, in the course of a brilliant Prefatory Essay to Collins’s poems, complains that 
it is difficult to reduce to any thing like a meaning this strange and by no means reverential fiction concerning the Divine Being. Probably the obscure idea that floated in the mind of the Author was this, that true Poetry being a representation of Nature, must have its archetype in those ideas of the supreme mind, which originally gave birth to Nature.​[17]​
Barbauld here recognises both the allegorical and the mimetic in the mesode. Her objection is to the impertinence of the construction of a complicated and obscure metaphoric fiction around God’s divine creative act. 
	The poem’s concluding strophe returns to more local and more immediate matters. The poet locates himself in a scene redolent of Milton’s Eden, gazing on ‘that oak’ beside which Milton might hear his own celestial music.​[18]​ Disavowing an Augustan tradition initiated in ‘[Edmund] Waller’s myrtle shades’, the poet seeks to follow the footsteps of the poet of Paradise Lost; but just as only one lady could wear fancy’s cest, just as mankind irrevocably fell in the Garden of Eden, just as (a Spenserian image which doubly reminds us of this ode’s other hero) Guyon destroyed forever the Bower of Bliss,​[19]​ so Milton alone could achieve the heights of divine and imaginative verse:
	In vain – such bliss to one alone
	Of all the sons of soul was known,
	And Heaven and Fancy, kindred powers,
	Have now o-erturned the inspiring bowers,
Or curtained close such scene from every future view.		(lines 72-6)
So an ode which has announced the writer’s commitment to the model of imaginative and prophetic verse associated with Milton and Spenser concludes with the most resonant of statements of poetic loneliness, belatedness, and disinheritance.​[20]​
	Like many another poem which articulates voicelessness and celebrates failure, however, Collins’s ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ might paradoxically be considered to achieve its own kind of triumph. If the collection as a whole is concerned with ‘the nature of the True Poet, as Collins conceived it’,​[21]​ the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ represents its mythopoeic thematic summation. It is a poem which rises to quite new levels of figurative, formal, and intellectual ambition (on the part of the poet) and demand (on the part of the reader). 
	By the mid-century it was certainly not new to use the extended Pindaric strophic form. Many poets however preferred shorter strophes, whose metrical shape could be more easily grasped. Thomas Gray wrote to Thomas Wharton, in 1755, that 
... I am not quite of your opinion with regard to Strophe & Antistrophe. setting aside the difficulties, methinks it has little or no effect upon the ear, wch scarce perceives the regular return of Metres at so great a distance from one another. to make it succeed, I am persuaded the Stanza’s must not consist of above 9 lines each at the most. Pindar has several such Odes.​[22]​
The ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ is made up of strophe and echoing antistrophe, each of 22 lines, and a mesode of 32 lines. Many of the other odes in Collins’s collection use shorter stanzaic units, such as the romance-six stanzas of the ‘Ode to Pity’. Where longer Pindaric strophes are used, as in the ‘Ode to Fear’, metrical elements are synchronised with short, clear, syntactical units; typically the sense is completed within two or four, at most within six, lines. In the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’, in stark and dramatic contrast, syntactical closure is deliberately, even wilfully, refused and deferred over virtually the extent of the stanza. The opening strophe begins by stating the first element of its highly elaborated simile:
As once, if not with light regard
I read aright that gifted bard,
...
One, only one, unrivalled fair
Might hope the magic girdle wear ...				(lines 1-6)
We expect the sense to be completed by the naming of the second element of the simile, but that does not arrive until line 17, and even that longed-for resolution is delayed, to line 20, by two intervening relative phrases and one relative clause:
Young Fancy thus, to me divinest name,
To whom, prepared and bathed in heaven,
The cest of amplest power is given,
To few the godlike gift assigns ...
This is all a stretch for the construing mind, for (as Gray insisted) the ear, and for the eye. A reader of the ode as first printed in 1746, in its generously-sized octavo format, had to read to half way down the ode’s second page in order completely to parse the syntax in which this opening metaphor is conveyed. And indeed, what is offered in the opening line as a simile will persist as one of the poem’s several involved conceits: cest, music, dance, weaving, garden of Eden, fall, prophecy, all of them developed through imaginative prosopopoeia. 
	Such metrical and syntactical complexity, such figurative and intellectual energy and stamina, set the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ apart from the rest of its volume. Collins moves away in this poem from the clear, discrete, visual personifications typical of his other odes, and the relatively controlled and self-contained syntax in which they are presented. If he could imply that his other odes were ‘descriptive’,​[23]​ the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ is ‘allegorical’. It deals not, even briefly, with the visual, but with vision, specifically with ‘the Visions wild’ available only to the privileged followers of Fancy.​[24]​ Its personifications function less as empirical representations of human  experience, than as symbolic articulations of ideas.​[25]​ More than any poem in his collection, arguably more than any poem of his time, the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ bears out the argument that Edmund Burke would make a decade later: that, so far from creating, or encouraging the formation of, visual equivalents for the world, ‘so little does poetry depend for its effect on the power of raising sensible images, that I am convinced it would lose a very considerable part of its energy, if this were the necessary result of all description.’ Descriptive poetry, for Burke, works not by imitation, but ‘by substitution’. Burke argues for a verbal sublimity which presents ‘no distinct image to the mind’, where the affections are powerfully moved by ideas which are ‘not presentable but by language’.​[26]​ The ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ exemplifies, I would suggest, this Burkean sublime before Burke himself stated the precept.
	In its failure, or rather its refusal, to offer brevity, clarity, and simplicity, the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’ was at odds with a general, if not universal, contemporary critical preference for a poetry of distinct and apprehensible imagery. Even Collins’s colleague Joseph Warton insisted on the vital importance of the visual in poetic epistemology:
The use, the force and the excellence of language, certainly consists in raising clear, complete, and circumstantial images, and in turning readers into spectators.​[27]​
Lord Kames deprecated the mixing of metaphors for this very reason, that they deprive the reader of clear images: 
It is difficult to imagine the subject to be first one thing and then another ...: the mind is distracted by the rapid transition; and when the imagination is put on such hard duty, its images are too faint to produce any good effect. 
In a warning that certainly would apply to the extended figurative arguments that carry Collins’s ode, Kames warned that
a metaphor drawn out to any length, instead of illustrating or enlivening the principal subject, becomes disagreeable by overstraining the mind. Cowley is extremely licentious in this way ... long allegories ... never afford any lasting pleasure: witness the Fairy Queen, which with great power of expression, variety of images, and melody of versification, is scarce ever read a second time.​[28]​
It is pertinent that Kames resents the conceit that fails to illustrate its subject, and ‘overstrains’ the mind; that the sinner he cites is Abraham Cowley, Pindarist; and that his key example of the distasteful in literature is the great poem of one of Collins’s great heroes, Edmund Spenser.
	In another conception of lyric poetry, however, the strenuous work to which such writing puts the reader’s mind could be more highly valued. Anna Laetitia Barbauld, in her Prefatory Essay to Collins’s poems, distinguishes the ‘moral painting of men and manners’ such as we find in the Essays and Epistles of Pope, from the poetry of imagination that Collins had undertaken:
The other class consists of what may be called pure Poetry, or Poetry in the abstract. It is concerned with an imaginary world, peopled with beings of its own creation. It deals in splendid imagery, bold fiction, and allegorical personages. It is necessarily obscure to a certain degree; because, having to do chiefly with ideas generated within the mind, it cannot be at all comprehended by any whose intellect has not been exercised in familiar contemplations; while the conceptions of the Poet (often highly metaphysical) are rendered still more remote from common apprehension by the figurative phrase in which they are clothed. All that is properly Lyric Poetry is of this kind.​[29]​
This praise is aimed at Collins’s odes in general but arguably has a special propriety to the ‘Ode on the Poetical Character’. Barbauld celebrates a ‘pure Poetry’ which is not primarily or straightforwardly mimetic. She is prepared to countenance (as Johnson famously was not​[30]​) a poetry which deals in fictions, and represents those fictions through allegorising prosopopoeia. She concedes that such a poetry may be necessarily obscure, as it deals with mental abstractions, and presents those abstractions figuratively, in a manner that may be beyond ‘common apprehension’.​[31]​ She understands that, having to do with idea, it requires a degree of intellectual engagement which profoundly challenges the reader’s abilities and knowledge. She acknowledges that (to use Thomas Gray’s phrase, itself translated from Pindar) such a poetry may be ‘vocal to the intelligent alone’.​[32]​ And she makes a yet larger, and in literary historical terms more challenging, claim: that a poetry of such a formal, epistemological and figurative character is constitutive, or should be constitutive, of the lyric itself: ‘All that is properly Lyric Poetry is of this kind.’

	Christopher Smart, Cambridge college fellow, hack writer, journalist, comic poet, bankrupt, translator, pantomimist, transvestite, committed evangelical Christian, hymnodist, religious obsessive, children’s writer and drunk was an altogether more various, and variously productive, literary figure than William Collins. He was also however a deeply serious poet. He was a writer of epideictic high lyric (amongst many other genres of verse) almost throughout his career. As much of a formal experimenter as any eighteenth-century poet, he tried his hand at almost all possible formal models for the ode. In his early years, he thought the irregular or Cowleian version of the Pindaric an appropriate form for the expression of ‘arbitrary grief, that will not hear of bounds’, in his ode ‘On the Sudden Death of a Clergyman’ (Student, 2 (1751), 393-4); and an appropriate form for celebration, in his ‘Secular Ode’, of the 1743 Jubilee at Pembroke College. Like Collins and Gray (in ‘The Bard’ and the ‘Progress of Poesy’), Smart attempted the regular Pindaric triadic form (in ‘To the King’, published in Gratulatio Academiae Cantabrigiensis, 1748). Far more frequently, he turned to long stanzas, in his ode ‘On an Eagle confined to a College Court’ (Student, 2 (1751), 356-7), the ‘Ode to Lord Barnard’ (Gentleman’s Magazine (1754), p. 575), and the odes ‘To Admiral Sir George Pocock’ and ‘To General Draper’ (both in Poems by Mr. Smart, 1763). Here Smart might have found forerunners in Pindar’s own occasional use of a regular monostrophic form. He might have found, too, a more obvious and congenial lyric model in the stanzaic odes of Horace. Horatian odes appeared from the early years of the English literary Renaissance. Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey (1517-47), wrote a version of the tenth ode of Horace’s second book. Milton wrote a version of Horace’s Ode to Pyrrha. Marvell’s ‘Horatian Ode upon Cromwell’s return from Ireland’ uses a short, Horatian, stanza form, and approximates the epideictic mode of the ‘Roman’ odes, in praise of Augustus and the Roman state, of Horace’s third and fourth books. Horace’s poems, more especially the odes, were hugely popular in translation, imitation and paraphrase throughout the eighteenth century.
	Smart’s mature work, the poetry published after his release from the madhouse in the early 1760s, is predominantly and characteristically written in a wide variety of shorter stanzas. He was a self-conscious experimenter in and exploiter of stanzaic form, perhaps most distinctively in the Hymns and Spiritual Songs for the Fasts and Festivals of the Church of England, in the Translation of the Psalms of David, Attempted in the Spirit of Christianity (both 1765), and in The Works of Horace, Translated into Verse (1767). He appended to his Translation of the Psalms a set of metrical variations upon the Gloria Patri, in the twenty-five different measures that he had used. Such an exercise was not a unique but neither was it a regular practice in English metrical psalm books; if Smart undertook it primarily as an aid to the use of his psalms in devotion, he no doubt intended also to draw attention to his own metrical virtuosity. 
Smart’s verse translation of Horace was similarly, and self-consciously, ingenious in its use of various stanza forms. Smart included, in volume 2, a list of Horace’s odes arranged by their 22 different Latin metres. Where the Horatian original is stanzaic, so is Smart’s translation (though the carelessly printed 1767 text does not employ vertical leading to demarcate each stanza from the next). For some odes, particularly the Sapphics (e.g. 1. 38), he insists that he has employed ‘the original metre exactly’.​[33]​ His verse translation attempts throughout to emulate the curiosa felicitas of Horace’s odes, and in his Preface Smart goes so far as to nominate in which odes he believes he has succeeded in doing so (Horace, p. 5). It is in the Preface to the verse Horace that Smart makes one of his two statements on ‘the beauty, force and vehemence of Impression … a talent or gift of Almighty God, by which a Genius is impowered to throw an emphasis upon a word or sentence’. Impression is identified as peculiarly a property of epideictic verse: ‘the force of impression is always liveliest upon the eulogies of patriotism, gratitude, honour, and the like’ (Horace, pp. 6-7).
	The verse Horace ranks amongst Smart’s most forceful and inventive writing, both metrically and linguistically. Nevertheless, the Horatian lyric fell short, in Smart’s own estimation, of the sublime verse of the Hebrew Bible: ‘there is a littleness in the noblest poets among the Heathens when compared to the prodigious grandeur and genuine majesty of a David or Isaiah’ (Horace, p. 9). It is in A Song to David, Smart’s ode in praise of the psalmist, that his major achievement in the exploitation of the internal resources, and architectonic possibilities, of the stanza are to be found.
	The stanza used in A Song to David, the tail-rhyme stanza or romance-six, is made up of two tetrameter couplets, each followed by a trimeter, rhyming aabccb. It was used in religious and secular verse through the seventeenth century, and persisted through the eighteenth century as a popular form. It appears in much magazine poetry, in the hymns of Watts and Charles Wesley and others, in Gray’s ‘Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat’, in Johnson’s ‘Upon the Feast of St Simon and St Jude’, and in poems by Akenside and Collins. 
	The romance-six, then, was a common form, but it was also distinctively Smart’s favourite lyric stanza.​[34]​ The form suited his habit of expression as well as the heroic couplet suited Pope. The extended compass of its six lines allowed for syntactical variation and ingenuity. Its short lines, closely successive rhymes, and two-part structure, connected by the tail rhymes, enabled the exploitation of a range of powerful rhetorical mechanisms, and encouraged the pointed, elliptical expression which is a signature of Smart’s most impressive and characteristic later poetry.
	All poetry is more or less distinct from prose in lexis or in syntax, but A Song to David makes denser use of syntactical and verbal peculiarity than most, almost all of it aimed at poetic concentration and pointedness within the stanza. This is what a linguist would call the use of ‘deictic lenses’: the tendency of instances of lexical rarity, novelty, or obsolescence, and of syntactic strain and distinctiveness, to draw attention to the texture of the writing and the articulation of meaning. Smart uses a wide range of such lenses throughout the Song; here are some instances. Apposition, in various forms, is a recurrent feature. Appositional noun phrases allow parallel gnomic statements of the subjects of David’s singing:
Of man – the semblance and effect
Of God and Love – the Saint elect
	For infinite applause – 	(st. 20)​[35]​
Main verbs are regularly absent or implied:
Good – from Jehudah’s genuine vein,
From God’s best nature good in grain,
	His aspect and his heart;	(st. 8)
Transitive verbs are used intransitively, avoiding (as often in the verse Horace​[36]​) needless prepositions or passive constructions:
The crocus burnishes alive 		(st. 61)
At some points, parallel syntactical structures use the boundaries of the line and stanza to make points in brief:
In armour, or in ephod clad, 
His pomp, his piety was glad;		(st. 15)
Elsewhere chiasmus allows a similar emphasis:
Controul thine eye, salute success,
Honour the wiser, happier bless 	(st. 48)
The romance-six falls naturally into two halves, providing perfect frames for separate vignettes:
For ADORATION, beyond match,
The scholar bulfinch aims to catch
	The soft flute’s iv’ry touch;
And, careless on the hazle spray,
The daring redbreast keeps at bay
	The damsel’s greedy clutch. 	   (st. 65)
Sometimes however Smart binds the stanza together, for example, in the concluding amplificatio, by repetition of the initial word of the line: 
Sweet is the dew that falls betimes, 
And drops upon the leafy limes; 
	Sweet, Hermon’s fragrant air: 
Sweet is the lilly’s silver bell, 
And sweet the wakeful tapers smell 
	That watch for early pray’r.     	(st. 72)
Elsewhere Smart surprises expectation by carrying the sentence over the stanza’s third-line break, often with a peculiarity of syntax:
Constant – in love to God THE TRUTH, 
Age, manhood, infancy, and youth –  
	To Jonathan his friend
Constant, beyond the verge of death;	(st. 14)
The sense here at first appears complete after the third line, but as we read on we find a changed structure. The inversion, and the appearance of the word ‘constant’ at the start of the fourth line, lends a metrical as well as a syntactical emphasis to this virtue. Often poeticism is used as an instrument not of vague verbosity but of concision. In Jubilate Agno Smart invites Thomas to ‘rejoice with the Sword-Fish, whose aim is perpetual and strength insuperable’ (B129); in the Song, in the rather different poetic mode of high formal lyric, he writes
Strong thro’ the turbulent profound
	Shoots xiphias to his aim.	(st. 75)
Here the periphrasis ‘turbulent profound’ gives the sea, home to a part of God’s creation, a sublimity of wildness and extent, and the Greek name for the swordfish, ‘xiphias’ (borrowed from Spenser, Faerie Queene, II. xii. 214), lends poetic strangeness (Smart thought an explanatory footnote necessary here). Smart used alliteration regularly, binding and emphasising sense units, underlining rhythms, creating parallelisms: ‘keep from commixtures foul and fond’; ‘wise are his precepts, prayer and praise’ (sts 45, 16). Finally, a possibility whose implications I shall wish to explore later in this paper: the structure of Smart’s chosen stanza allows the construction of many lists. There are lists which set up the terms of a developed subsequent anaphora:
Great, valiant, pious, good, and clean, 
Sublime, contemplative, serene, 
	Strong, constant, pleasant, wise! 	(st. 4)
Other lists set out in themselves the infinite riches of the divine creation:
The world – the clust’ring spheres he made, 
The glorious light, the soothing shade, 
	       Dale, champaign, grove, and hill;
The multitudinous abyss ...			(st. 21) 
The omission or implying of main verbs of course enables or encourages this cataloguing tendency.
	Smart’s use of the romance-six has a fundamental effect too on overall organization. Stanzaic parts are related to the architectonic whole, as statement is accommodated to stanzaic form. Smart insisted (in the Advertisement printed in Poems on Several Occasions, 1763) on ‘the exact Regularity and Method’ of his poem. ‘Regularity’ is a word which answers to the long-standing English debate about the form of the ode. In engaging in this debate, Smart had adopted for his greatest epideictic lyric a more elaborated solution. As the list of Contents he provided carefully sets out, the poem is divided into a series of thematic stanza blocks, organised by symbolic numbers, including twelve stanzas on the virtues of David, nine on the subjects of David’s verse, seven on the pillars of knowledge, ten on the Decalogue, three on each of the four seasons, five on the senses (together making up the ADORATION passage), and a concluding ‘amplification in five degrees’ amounting to fifteen stanzas. Each of these internal frames make up a subordinate part, and argument, of the poem. 
	Smart’s uses of formal rhetoric within the poem, almost always in support and delineation of these larger architectonic structures, are no less striking. In the Contents list he draws attention to what is perhaps the most dramatic instance of such a rhetoric, the concluding ‘amplification in five degrees’. For each of these five degrees Smart provides three stanzas. In each degree the first two stanzas give instances of what is sweet, strong, beautiful, precious, and glorious, in the natural world (the instances are virtually all made up of allusions to the Bible, and especially from the sublime book of Job), in man’s world, and in the man-made world. Each degree concludes with a stanza finding David is sweeter, stronger, more beauteous, more precious, and more glorious, as man of praise, man of prayer, poet, man after God’s own heart, and type of and believer in Christ’s salvation. In each stanza of each degree Smart makes use of anaphora, the repetition of a word at the beginning of a line. The poem’s climax is effected in part by a movement from relatively varied and light use of anaphora in the first four degrees, to a drum-beat insistence in the fifth and last:
Glorious the northern lights astream; 
Glorious the song, when God’s the theme; 
	     Glorious the thunder’s roar: 
Glorious hosanna from the den; 
Glorious the catholic amen; 
	     Glorious the martyr’s gore:	(st. 85)
Indeed, though Smart, keen that his reader should understand the classical rhetorical motives of his poem, calls this an ‘amplification’, it is also, in its intensification from stanza to stanza, an instance of gradatio. Such a use of gradatio may again more easily be paralleled in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for instance in the fifth Song of Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella, which combines gradatio and anaphora, or in Herbert’s ‘Sighs and Grones’, than in the eighteenth. No doubt the most significant other use of anaphora in the Song is in the ‘exercise upon the senses’ (sts. 65-70), where the repetition of the phrase ‘For ADORATION’ at the beginning of the first line of each stanza serves particularly to distinguish this passage from the ‘exercise upon the seasons’, in which the capitalised word ADORATION is cycled through the stanzas. Finally, an instance of enumeratio, a type of amplificatio in which each detail of the subject is taken up and expanded. David’s twelve virtues are listed in one half of a single stanza:
Great, valiant, pious, good, and clean, 
Sublime, contemplative, serene, 
	Strong, constant, pleasant, wise! 	(st. 4)
Each of these virtues is then elaborated by twelve single stanzas, opening with the name of each of these virtues in turn.
	I have already spoken of Smart’s creation of lists within the boundaries of the stanza. Lists also operate throughout the poem above the level of the stanza, not only in the account of David’s virtues, but also in the subjects of which he sang (God, angels, man, ‘trees, plants and flow’rs’, fowl, fishes, beasts, gems), in the seven pillars, or in the natural vignettes of the Adoration passage. The Song, like the Jubilate though in a different poetic mode, presents us with series of catalogues. I want to argue that, as in the Jubilate, this is a matter both of meaning and of formal method. 
In the Jubilate Smart claimed that ‘the philosophy of the times evn now is vain deceit’. His particular target was Sir Isaac Newton, whose natural science, because mathematical rather than scriptural, is ‘more of error than of the truth’. Newton was , because in his anti-Trinitarianism he denied Christ the Word; because he denied the power of the creating Logos; and because he questioned the authority of the Scriptures. Smart, on the other hand, congratulated himself on defending ‘the philosophy of the scripture’.​[37]​ He drew his philosophy of the scripture in part (as Karina Williamson and Albert J. Kuhn have shown​[38]​) from the writings of the Hutchinsonians. He drew it in part from St Paul, whose exhortation to the Colossians, as Karina Williamson has pointed out, Smart echoes:
Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. (2: 8)
And he drew it in part no doubt, as Albert Kuhn suggests, from the analogical thinking of such evangelical physico-theologians as James Hervey:
we should always view the visible System; with an Evangelical Telescope … and with an Evangelical Microscope: Regarding Christ Jesus, as the great Projector and Architect; that planned, and executed the amazing Scheme. … Whatever is magnificent or valuable; tremendous or amiable; should ever be ascribed to the Redeemer. This, is the Christian’s Natural Philosophy.​[39]​
Smart similarly insists, in the first stanza of the pillars passage, on Christ as creating logos: ‘His WORD accomplish’d the design’ (st. 30).The first and last of the pillars are alpha and omega, which are Christ. The pillars passage is immediately followed by the ascription of just such a natural philosophy to David: ‘O DAVID, scholar of the Lord! / Such is thy science’ (st. 38). David’s knowledge is of the infinite life of the creation, a universe ‘FULL of God’s works’ (Jubitate, B185), that is, a plenum rather than Newton’s vacuum. Jubilate Agno insists on the infinity of the creation: ‘For the names and number of animals are as the name and number of the stars’ (B42). Infinite or enormous number or extent are common themes of the Song: the Archangel Michael bows in heaven with ‘his millions’, the ‘Saint elect’ offer up ‘infinite applause’, the sea is ‘the multitudinous abyss’, David’s science earns him ‘infinite degree’ (sts 19, 20, 21, 38). This, rather than the terrible, is Smart’s characteristic sublime, a sublime of the ineffable, of a divine creation whose scale and number are beyond mortal apprehension or mathematical description:
For nature is more various than observation tho’ observers be innumerable. (JA, B53)
As Umberto Eco puts it in his recent study of the list in verbal and visual art, 
Faced with something that is immensely large, or unknown, of which we still do not know enough or of which we shall never know, the author tells us he is unable to say, and so he proposes a list very often as a specimen, example, or indication, leaving the reader to imagine the rest.​[40]​
Such lists may be found in the middle ages, in litanies, or in lists of the attributes of Christ or the Father. They may be found even earlier, for example in Homer’s list of the Greek ships in the Iliad (Book XVIII). It may be true, as Smart writes in his hymn on Christ’s Ascension, that
The song can never be pursu’d
	When Infinite’s the theme – 
		Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 14. 56-7.
Nevertheless, when the issue is the infinity of the creation, rather than the mystery of the divine, the poet may attempt a representative list, as Smart does in the alphabetic and numerical series of Jubilate Agno, and in the poetically-structured representative catalogues of A Song to David. These lists have a different motive than those of natural philosophy. They are symbolic and allusive, rather than complete or taxonomic. The hierarchies of Smart’s concluding amplificatio, and of the list of David’s poetic subjects, are not the taxonomies of science, but the hierarchies of God.
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